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In a Nutshell

• The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that partisan gerrymandering is subject to judicial review, but has not accepted a standard that can be used to evaluate whether any state redistricting plan violates the U.S. Constitution.

• While the U.S. Supreme Court sent recent cases back to the District Courts, it is likely new cases will attempt to set a standard for how the courts should evaluate gerrymandering.

• Michigan’s congressional and legislative district maps fail several tests that are currently being discussed to evaluate partisan gerrymandering.

Summary

Partisan gerrymandering is not a new phenomenon in the United States. State legislatures have tried to draw district maps to advantage the majority party since at least 1812, when Massachusetts Governor Elbridge Gerry’s maps were lampooned, resulting in the term “Gerry-mander.” But attempts to resolve gerrymandering through the courts are much more recent.

In 1986, the United States Supreme Court heard its first partisan gerrymandering case, Davis v. Bandemer. While the Court agreed that the issue of partisan gerrymandering was something that courts could resolve, they also ruled that the plaintiffs did not present a standard that provided acceptable evidence for the Court to overturn the maps. This charted the course for all partisan gerrymandering cases since; finding a standard that the Court deems acceptable is a necessary step to overturn a biased map.

With the U.S. Supreme Court recently sending two partisan gerrymandering cases back to the lower courts, political scientists are still looking for the holy grail of a court standard. Michigan is one of several states that has had claims that its maps are gerrymandered. Republicans held unitary control of the state legislature during the 2001 and 2011 redistricting processes, and there have been claims Republicans have had a consistent electoral advantage. Based on available gerrymandering metrics, how do Michigan’s congressional and legislative districts grade?

It turns out, not too well. A handful of tests show that Michigan’s maps are beyond the threshold for what is considered gerrymandering, and show other signs that would indicate gerrymandering occurred.

The case regarding Wisconsin’s State Assembly, Gill v. Whitford, hoped to test out one of several new metrics to evaluate gerrymandering, the efficiency gap, which calculates the frequency that a party ‘wastes’ votes. A wasted vote, according to the method, is a vote cast for a party that is not helpful in putting the candidate past 50 percent of the two-party share of votes. Any vote cast for a losing candidate and any vote cast for a candidate after they receive a majority of the two-party vote share is considered wasted by the metric. Each party’s total wasted votes for an office type (congressional, state house, or state senate) would then be summed and the difference is taken and divided by the total votes cast to create a metric that can be compared across different states and years.

Wasted votes line up well with the theories of packing and cracking, the two primary methods used to create a partisan gerrymander. When districts are packed, an overwhelming majority of voters from the same party are put into one district. As most of the votes go to one party, the party that wins the district will waste many of their votes in an election that is not close. If a district is cracked, it means that regions are split so that one party wins a large number of districts by a narrow margin. While the voters for the losing party
in those districts could elect several candidates if they were districted fairly, they typically are unable to elect any candidate, and thus waste votes.

The original creators of the efficiency gap recommended any score above an absolute value of eight would signal partisan bias beyond variability for state legislative districts, and any value beyond the equivalent of two seats worth of votes for congressional districts, would signify partisan bias.

Table A shows the efficiency gap scores for Michigan’s congressional, state house, and state senate districts, with a positive value indicating the maps favored Republicans and a negative value indicating the maps favored Democrats. For most years after the 2000s redistricting process, Michigan’s maps exhibited an efficiency gap that was beyond the test’s recommended threshold of eight. The results also show areas of interest in election trends; in 2006, a year where Democrats saw more success at the ballot box in the state (including winning 54 percent of the statewide vote), Republicans maintained a 22-16 majority in the state senate.

The results also show a large increase in the efficiency gap after the 2010s redistricting process as well, with the efficiency gap more than doubling for congressional and state house districts between the last election under the 2000s map and the first election in the 2010s map, and the state senate efficiency gap increased to its highest point the first year the 2010s map was used. While year to year variation can exist in the efficiency gap due to population shifts, changes in voter turnout, and the popularity of candidates, the magnitude of these increases the first year the 2010s map was used is a strong indication that gerrymandering may have occurred. This is an especially important consideration, as the increase from map cycle to map cycle provides evidence that the levels are not entirely caused by the self-sorting of the state’s population (e.g., the idea that Democrats tend to live in cities and Republicans in rural areas).

While the efficiency gap is at the center of Gill, many are not enamored with the test, and several other alternatives have been offered. The mean-median test compares the average (mean) and median vote share of all districts for each party. If the median is higher than the mean, it indicates that the party has more districts above the party’s average vote share than below, which would make it easier for the party to win seats. Unlike the efficiency gap, this test does not take into account seats actually won, eliminating large swings in the metric that occur when a close district flips.

A positive mean-median score (indicating a higher median) is evidence that the party had an electoral advantage from the redistricting scheme, while a negative result would indicate a party was hindered by the scheme. If a party has more than half of its districts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michigan’s Efficiency Gap for Congressional and Legislative Districts, 1998-2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI Senate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*See Appendix A for a discussion of the effects on the efficiency gap values of uncontested elections.

Note: The efficiency gap calculates the frequency that a party ‘wastes’ votes. A wasted vote, according to the method, is a vote cast for a party that is not helpful in putting the candidate past 50 percent of the two-party share of votes. Any vote cast for a losing candidate, and any vote cast for a candidate after they receive a majority of the two-party vote share, is considered wasted by the metric. Each party’s total wasted votes for an office type (congressional, state house, or state senate) would then be summed and the difference is taken and divided by the total votes cast to create a metric that can be compared across different states and years. The original creators of the efficiency gap recommended any score above an absolute value of eight would signal partisan bias beyond variability for state legislative districts, and any value beyond two seats for congressional districts, would signify partisan bias.

Source: Michigan Secretary of State voting data, Citizens Research Council calculations.
above the party’s average vote share, it means that their populations are distributed so that they outperform their statewide average in more districts than they underperform. If the populations were distributed fairly, it is likely that the mean-median score would be close to zero. The national average mean-median score for states that showed no partisan advantage was 1.9 in 2012.

Michigan’s mean-median test results (see Table B) paint a similar picture as the state’s efficiency gap results. The scores reflected an extreme advantage for Republicans the first three elections after the 2001 redistricting process, and a large increase in advantage for Republicans after the 2011 re-drawing of districts. Since 2001, only one year for one election type had a difference below five points, which indicates there has been a consistent partisan advantage due to the maps. The state’s congressional districts after the 2000s redistricting process show an extreme increase in the difference below five points, which indicates there has been a consistent partisan advantage due to the maps. The state’s congressional districts after the 2000s redistricting process show an extreme increase in the measure; switching from a slight bias for Democrats to an extreme advantage for Republicans.

These scores show that Republicans are consistently advantaged by the maps, while Democrats have been consistently disadvantaged. Because the mean-median test does not account for the number of seats won in any given year, the metric does not see as large of swings in the Democratic wave election in 2006 or the Republican wave election in 2010. Similar to the efficiency gap, the mean-median test shows a trend of an increase in partisan advantage under the 2010s maps.

The t-test is a statistical method to determine if two groups are likely to be assigned randomly from the same population. For evaluating gerrymandering, the test is used to compare the vote-share for each party. Districts are split based on the winning party, and given a value equal to the winner’s vote share. The test then determines the probability that the two groups of districts are statistically similar, or if they are distinct groups. Any results below .05, or 5 percent chance of the difference occurring randomly from the same group, is considered to be statistically significant evidence that the two populations are distinct.

If one party is winning districts by large margins, and the other wins several closer races, it can be an indication that some districts were intentionally designed to have an over-abundance of voters from one party, while others were drawn to give a narrow advantage to the opposite party. This test does not address the magnitude of gerrymandering, or which party benefited from gerrymandering, but is a good indicator of if the difference in district results is likely to have occurred by chance, or was intentional.

### Table B
Michigan’s Mean-Median Difference for Congressional and Legislative Districts, 1998-2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Congress</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republicans</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
<td>-4.0</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democrats</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>-12.0</td>
<td>-10.2</td>
<td>-9.8</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
<td>-5.4</td>
<td>-6.9</td>
<td>-8.4</td>
<td>-7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MI House</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republicans</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democrats</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
<td>-7.3</td>
<td>-6.4</td>
<td>-5.2</td>
<td>-4.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td>-6.5</td>
<td>-6.1</td>
<td>-5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MI Senate</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republicans</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>-5.3</td>
<td>-7.5</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>-8.6</td>
<td>-6.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democrats</td>
<td>-6.7</td>
<td>-5.3</td>
<td>-7.5</td>
<td>-8.6</td>
<td>-6.8</td>
<td>-6.8</td>
<td>-6.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The mean-median test is a simple way to determine if a dataset is skewed, or not distributed normally across the average. To apply this test, the average vote share for a party across the state is subtracted from its vote share in the median district. A positive number (indicating a higher median) is evidence that the party had an electoral advantage from the redistricting scheme, while a negative result would indicate a party was hindered by the scheme.

Source: Michigan Secretary of State voting data, Citizens Research Council calculations.
Results from the t-test (see Table C) show that there are significant differences between the districts Republicans win and the districts Democrats win. Since the redistricting process in 2001, only two elections have had a t-test score above .05, which is the threshold for the test. This would indicate that the margin of victory for the districts Republicans win, and the margin of victory for districts Democrats win, is different across congressional, state house, and state senate districts. When combined with the previous two tests, it would suggest that Republicans have had a consistent advantage in all election types.

These tests share one flaw; they do not account for how voters from each party are distributed throughout the state. As a result, these tests do not have a mechanism to distinguish abnormal scores due to highly concentrated Democratic populations, and intentional gerrymandering. An analysis by Jowei Chen and David Cottrell, professors at the University of Michigan and Dartmouth respectively, found that some of the bias in Michigan is due to the distribution of the state’s population, but the maps drawn in 2011 still produced an advantage for Republicans compared to the several congressional district schemes drawn by their algorithm. This would imply that, while the extent of gerrymandering implied by some of the tests may be exaggerated slightly, that political geography does not completely account for the bias in Michigan’s current congressional map. The recent U.S. Supreme Court decisions leave open the question to how the courts will handle partisan gerrymandering cases in the future. While the Court avoided creating a new standard or ending the possibility of one being created, it seems likely that another case will eventually force the Court to decide on the issue of partisan gerrymandering. Until then, Michiganders will have to evaluate what to do about gerrymandering without the federal court system.

### Table C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Congress</td>
<td>0.195</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI House</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI Senate</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The T-Test is a statistical method to determine if two groups are likely to be assigned randomly from the same population. Districts are split based on the winning party, and given a value equal to the winner’s vote share. The test then determines the probability that the two groups of districts are statistically similar, or if they are distinct groups. Any results below .05, or 5 percent chance of the difference occurring randomly from the same group, is considered to be statistically significant evidence that the two populations are distinct.

Source: Michigan Secretary of State voting data, Citizens Research Council calculations.
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Introduction

Questions of partisan gerrymandering are experiencing a moment of national attention. Two partisan gerrymandering cases were recently argued at the U.S. Supreme Court; a third has been appealed to the Court. Several others—including one in Michigan—are either on trial at the lower federal court level or at various stages in state court systems.

While redistricting questions are in the spotlight, the problems being discussed are not new. Despite an initial hesitance to rule on questions of redistricting and gerrymandering to avoid getting too deep into the political rather than legal realm, the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled several times on a variety of claims related to the redistricting process.

Many of the Supreme Court’s rulings overturning states’ district maps have focused on the “one person, one vote” doctrine and racial gerrymandering; however, the Court has yet to overturn a district map on partisan gerrymandering grounds. In 2004, the U.S. Supreme Court weighed in on the issue of partisan gerrymandering in Vieth v. Jubelirer (2004), but reached a stalemate. While the Court upheld Pennsylvania’s district lines in the case, and five judges deemed that the partisan gerrymandering claims were justiciable, the Court concluded that there was no acceptable standard for the Court to intervene. Gill v. Whitford and Benisek v. Lamone, the two most recent partisan gerrymandering cases, were both thrown out on procedural questions, so the Court sidestepped the core question of partisan gerrymandering. The Court, nonetheless, will likely face more partisan gerrymandering claims in the coming years. If the Court decides to intervene, it will have to decide upon an acceptable standard to evaluate the harms of partisan gerrymandering.

The question is not whether gerrymandering is dangerous; gerrymandering of any kind poses a significant risk to the health of our government by undermining the power of targeted voting groups. Instead, the questions should be focused along the lines of those Justice Kennedy asked in Vieth v. Jubelirer (2004); is there is a justiciable standard to determine if gerrymandering has occurred? And where should the power to both create maps and prevent self-interested parties from influencing the electoral process be vested?

As one of several states that allows the legislature to draw both congressional and state legislative districts, the maps drawn in 2011 by the Michigan Legislature have generated extensive criticism for creating a partisan bias. Many metrics have been created in attempt to set a potential judicial standard to evaluate the presence of gerrymandering. Based on an evaluation of several metrics, there is reasonable evidence that Michigan’s maps exhibit a gerrymandering problem.

Where should the power to both create maps and prevent self-interested parties from influencing the electoral process be vested?
Why Gerrymandering Matters

The redistricting process affects the core components of how our representative democracy functions. It determines which candidates appear on the ballot and, also, whom an elected representative represents. But in many states, including Michigan, redistricting can also determine who is in charge of deciding how districts are drawn in a state.

When elected officials control the process that determines their own electoral fate, few checks can prevent abuse. Elected officials can draw maps in ways that make them more likely to stay in office, that ensure their political party is more likely to stay in power, or that make their political opponents more likely to lose an election. This practice, commonly known as gerrymandering, allows political parties that gain unitary control over the redistricting process in a redistricting year to entrench control, sometimes in ways that can allow a minority of voters to elect a majority of representatives.

While the discussion of partisan gerrymandering primarily focuses on direct electoral consequences, the implications of gerrymandering can go beyond who is elected into office. Gerrymandering can make representatives less responsive to large portions of the population by removing the electoral incentive to be accountable to segments that are not part of the electoral coalition. It also can lead to communities being split into several districts, creating a situation where no single district feels compelled to advocate for the needs of those communities, thus creating a lack of accountability.

It can lead to less competitive districts, exacerbating polarization and reducing the population that is responsible for electing candidates. Safer districts become more about appealing to a party’s base than competitive elections where candidates have to appeal to all electors. It takes elections out of the hands of most, as representatives are effectively selected in primary elections, where fewer people vote and mostly partisans are making the decisions.

Gerrymandering also can erode public trust in the political process. When groups feel the system is designed to limit their voice, or prevent them from electing candidates, it can lead to citizen disengagement and weaken the representational aspect of our governmental system.

By no means is gerrymandering the sole cause of these problems. Studies have shown that polarization is only weakly correlated with partisan gerrymandering, as America has been diverging for years. Gerrymandering is not fully responsible for uncompetitive districts, as natural population sorting makes it difficult to find a middle ground and guarantees there will be winners and losers in the redistricting process. Trust in our government is at one of the lowest points in history.

Ultimately, gerrymandering is only one of several causes of these issues, and has a somewhat minor effect on problems like polarization. Removing political interests from the districting process may prove to be impossible, as even states that have removed the legislature from the process have had problems with political interests involving themselves in the process.

This does not mean gerrymandering should be left unchecked.

Redistricting has significant policy and representational consequences, and no compelling public interest justifies partisan gerrymandering. Yet gerrymandering has been a prevalent part of American politics since the country was founded. The influence redistricting gives over the political process means the process should be monitored to ensure special interests are unable to abuse the process to the detriment of citizens.

While it is fairly easy to recognize the potential perils of gerrymandering, there have been problems identifying
Defining Gerrymandering

Redistricting to a Party’s Advantage
Because the stakes in the redistricting process are so high, questions often arise about the intent behind the drawing of districts. In most states, the legislature is in control of the entirety of the process. In these cases, the primary concern centers around whether districts are drawn to benefit those in control of the process. When one party controls the legislature and governor’s office in a redistricting year, there are few to no checks on how maps are drawn outside of federal law and state constitutional provisions. These conditions create an environment ripe for gerrymandering.

Some level of political gamesmanship has existed in the United States since the country was founded. Because the United States Constitution left it up to states to decide how their representatives were elected, states, during the early years, had the ability to choose how elections were run. States could hold elections with single-member districts, where district lines were drawn and an elected official represented that district, and state-wide elections, where all voters voted for all representatives.

Historically, state legislatures chose the system (single-member or statewide) that benefited the political party in power. If the state elections were competitive, the legislature was unlikely to select the winner-take-all approach of state-wide elections. Instead, the state would set up districts to ensure at least some representation in case the political calculus changed. Conversely, if one party earned a larger majority of votes, a winner-take-all system was chosen so that party was able to gain complete control in the state.6

When single-member districts were used by states, they would draw district lines to intentionally favor the party in control of the legislature. While this occurred for decades prior, a term to describe these partisan redistricting was not coined until 1812, when Massachusetts Governor Elbridge Gerry redistricted his state in a manner that is still infamous today. The primary offender was a district said to look like a salamander, as it was long, thin, and curved around another district, as shown by a cartoon featured in the Boston Gazette on March 26, 1812. This district became known as the ‘Gerry-mander’ (Figure 1).

Figure 1
The Original “Gerry-mander”
The term gerrymandering has evolved to encompass the practice of adjusting political boundaries in a way that provides an intentional political advantage to a specific group or individual. A redistricting scheme can be altered in several ways to disadvantage specific people or voting groups, but the two at the forefront are racial and partisan gerrymandering.

**How Gerrymandering Functions**
Racial and partisan gerrymandering function quite similarly; a racial or political group with control of the redistricting process draws maps intentionally to disfavor another race or party. District lines drawn to reduce minority or a particular political party influence utilize two techniques: packing and cracking.

**Chart 1-3** represent a hypothetical state to help demonstrate how packing and cracking show up in districts; each circle represents the location in the state of a voter and their chosen political party (green party and purple party). There are 15 voters who vote for green (representing 60 percent of the electorate), and ten who vote for purple (40 percent of the electorate). In **Chart 1**, five districts are created by districting the state via horizontal lines. As a result, the green party wins three districts (electing three representatives) or 60 percent of the total five districts, and the purple party wins two districts or 40 percent of the total. This result is proportional to the overall population of voters.

**Chart 1**
Districts Divided Uniformly

Packing is the process of jamming as many voters of a specific political party or minority group into as few of districts as possible, limiting the total number of districts that the group can win and thus elect officials representing the group. **Chart 2** provides a visualization of how packing could work. Instead of the party with more voters (i.e. green party) winning the majority of districts, most of the green party’s voters are packed into the two districts where nine of ten voters in these districts are from the same party. This leaves the purple party in control of three districts, a majority, despite representing only 40 percent of all voters.

**Chart 2**
Packed Districts

Not only does packing have the effect of limiting the total number of candidates a single group can elect, it also limits the competitiveness of the packed district. If 80 percent of voters within a given district have a similar mindset in terms of how they will vote, then the general election is more likely to be less competitive than the primary election for that seat. These effects can limit independent and opposition party members’ voices in their district, particularly if the state uses a closed primary to elect general election candidates. Further, packing limits the accountability of the representative elected to office as there is little incentive for the elected official to respond to voices of those from a minority party because the risk of a general election challenge is very minimal. It can even be argued that packing leads to more extreme candidates, as the primary is more important than the general election. If four candidates run in a primary, 25 percent of one party would decide the representative for the entire district.

In a similar but opposite fashion, cracking (also occasionally called fracturing) occurs when a minority group or political party stronghold is divided into pieces in a way that it is unable to elect candidates at all. This type of gerrymandering is shown in **Chart 3**, where the
purple group’s stronghold towards the right side of the demonstration is cut into four districts.

**Chart 3**
Cracked Districts

Cracking can divide particular communities in ways that make it difficult to create regional representation.

**The Basics of Redistricting**

What, if anything, can be done to limit gerrymandering via the redistricting process? As a fundamental part of our representative system of government, the federal and state rules for the redistricting process are designed to prescribe how map makers draw electoral districts.

The redistricting process generally occurs in conjunction with the U.S. Census Bureau’s decennial census, which provides states with updated population counts every ten years to ensure accurate apportionment for congressional representation (there are 435 seats in the U.S. House of Representatives). States are apportioned seats in the U.S. House based on their share of the total U.S. population. After reapportionment, states must draw congressional districts, keeping districts relatively equal in terms of population. States usually redistrict state legislative districts (e.g., house and senate) at the same time as congressional districts.

While the U.S. Constitution places one tangible limit on the redistricting process and allows Congress to place other limits, the U.S. Constitution gives states the explicit power to design their own redistricting processes.

The most widely adopted of these rules at some level limit the ability of legislatures to gerrymander. Measures like compactness have been used to try to discourage winding, narrow districts shown as the archetypal gerrymander. Even though these are important rules to enforce, advancements in technology have demonstrated that these measures are insufficient to prevent partisan gerrymandering.

If a region that was cracked through the redistricting process has a particular policy interest, dividing it into several districts spreads those concerns over several representatives; but it is a minimal concern for each, as only a small portion of that representative’s voters are concerned with it, and in the case of a cracked district they are likely voting against their representative anyway.

One of the more notable instances of cracking occurred in Los Angeles’ Koreatown. Despite being roughly a square mile in total area, portions of Koreatown were divided into five different state legislative districts during the 1991 redistricting process. After the 1992 Los Angeles riots, many in the community attempted to turn to their representatives to get help with the cleanup efforts; each representative refused to advocate for their interests as it did not have electoral benefits for them, and claimed it was a job for a different representative.\textsuperscript{7}
Beyond Packing and Cracking – Other Forms of Gerrymandering

In addition to packing and cracking, other, typically more targeted, methods of gerrymandering exist. These other techniques are mostly focused on gearing a particular political result in a specific district. These methods typically are not used to advance a partisan gerrymander, but instead achieve other, more targeted goals.

**Tacking** – When a distant area with desired demographics is grabbed, it’s called tacking. This is alleged to have been the technique that New York Democrats used to draw Assembly District 131 in 2002 (see Map 1). Because most of the district is in the predominantly Republican suburbs, the redistricting entity added a trail of heavily Democratic residences (northeast corner) to keep the Democratic incumbent in office. Some states have used tacking to protect all incumbents, not just those from specific parties, to maintain high incumbency rates statewide.

**Hijacking** – This technique involves separating an incumbent candidate from the candidate’s constituents, thus creating a district in which the candidate has no name recognition. Following the 2000 census, Michigan lost a congressional seat. The 2001 redistricting plan shifted Congressman David Bonior’s (Democrat) residence from the 10th District to the more conservative 12th District; Bonior did not run for reelection but instead ran unsuccessfully to be the Democratic candidate for governor. If this shift was the result of gerrymandering, as the Harvard Law Review alleges, then it is an example of hijacking.

**Kidnapping** – Kidnapping occurs when two incumbent candidates are drawn into the same district so they must run against each other. Also in 2000, the Michigan’s redistricting plan moved the district boundaries of members of the U.S. House, John Dingell (Democrat) and Lynn Rivers (Democrat), resulting in a primary election in which the two ran against each other. John Dingell, who had served 23 terms in the U.S. House by that time, defeated Lynn Rivers, a four-term member, in the primary election. If Michigan gerrymandered these districts, as the Harvard Law Review implicates, then the technique that was used is kidnapping.

**Eliminating Competitors** – This method involves shifting district boundaries to move an incumbent’s potential competitor to another district. In 2000, 13-term incumbent Roger Green narrowly defeated his opponent in the primary election for New York’s 57th legislative seat. The redistricting that took place in New York after the 2000 census changed the boundaries of the district such that Green’s competitor no longer lived in the district, a change that many believe to be the result of gerrymandering. In 2004, Green had no primary election opponent. Two years later, Green’s challenger moved back into the 57th legislative district and defeated Green in that year’s primary election, going on to win the general election as well.

Federal Requirements

Population

A key federal requirement for redistricting plans is that districts should be of roughly equal population. Numerous rulings in the U.S. Supreme Court from the early 1960s determined that the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution established the principle of “one person, one vote” in regards to congressional, state, and sub-state legislative representation. This standard requires that districts must maintain equal population.⁸

Population requirements keep individual voters on an even playing field. If one congressional district had half the population of another district, each vote in the more populous district would have half the effect on the election outcome; however, each district’s representative’s vote would have equal weight in Congress. As a result, districts that have larger than average population functionally dilute the power of some voters, while votes in districts with a smaller population are inflated in value. Maintaining districts of equal size means that all citizens are represented about equally.

Because historically it was difficult to make districts exactly equal, especially with competing interests like maintaining Voting Rights Act compliance (see Equal Opportunity, page 9) and the desire to keep local government units in one district, the courts gave states some leeway in meeting equal population guidelines. More leeway is given to state legislative districts than congressional districts. The leeway given varies depending on the specific needs articulated by state legislatures. In Wesberry v. Sanders (1963), the U.S. Supreme Court stated that:

“[A] state may legitimately desire to maintain the integrity of various political subdivisions, insofar as possible, and to provide for compact districts of contiguous territory...So long as the divergences from a strict population standard are based on legitimate considerations incident to the effectuation of a rational state policy, some deviations from the equality-population principle are constitutionally permissible with respect to the apportionment of seats in either or both of the two houses of a bicameral state legislature.”⁹

A few cases demonstrate the difference in variation that the Court is willing to allow. In a 1969 case regarding Missouri’s congressional districts, the Court found that a total deviation of six percent (e.g. having one district three percent above and one district three percent below the average district size) was too large, setting a strict standard for congressional districts.¹⁰

In a contrasting decision focusing on state legislatures in 1973, the Court accepted a total variation of 16.9 percent in Virginia’s legislative districts.¹¹ This has created a precedent that compliance with “one person, one vote” standards in state legislative districts is less stringent.

In practice, the overwhelming majority of districts for both congressional and state seats tend to have little to no population variance. Table 1 shows the variation in population of districts set up after the 2010 census. Only 10 states had variations in congressional districts larger than 10 people, with the overwhelming majority having a maximum variation of a single person. State legislative districts had higher variation, with lower chambers having a mean variation of 5.24 percent and upper chambers having a mean variation of 5.28 percent. a

This shows that, while in theory it could be difficult to meet strict population requirements, in practice most states have little to no trouble meeting the requirements, but use some of the flexibility afforded in state legislative redistricting to meet other state needs.

Michigan’s congressional districts have a minimal variance; each district was set up with a maximum variation of one person from district to district. The state

---

In practice, the overwhelming majority of districts for both congressional and state seats tend to have little to no population variation.

---

Note: Mean variance was calculated without Hawaii due to the severe outlier status of Hawaii’s population variance, which exceeded 20 percent for the lower chamber and 40 percent for the upper chamber as it would skew that dataset. While this serves as an outlier nationally, these numbers are similar to historical variation for the state, as Hawaii attempts to maintain island borders in districts when possible, and equalizing districts would lead to arbitrary combinations of islands.
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### Table 1

National District Population and Variation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>2010 Congressional</th>
<th>2010 State House</th>
<th>2010 State Senate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ideal District</td>
<td>Percent Overall</td>
<td>Total Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>682,819</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>710,224</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>728,980</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>702,905</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>718,457</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>714,819</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>696,345</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>691,975</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>680,151</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>783,791</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>712,813</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>720,422</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>761,589</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>713,280</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>723,228</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>755,445</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>664,181</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>721,529</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>727,514</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>705,974</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>662,991</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>741,824</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>748,616</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>608,780</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>675,138</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>658,235</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>732,658</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>686,393</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>717,707</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>733,499</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>721,032</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>750,270</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Percent Overall Range: 9.90

**Note:** Percent Overall Range varies across states due to population distribution and gerrymandering practices.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>2010 Congressional</th>
<th>2010 State House</th>
<th>2010 State Senate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ideal District</td>
<td>Percent Overall</td>
<td>Total Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>766,215</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>705,688</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>526,284</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>660,766</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>705,123</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>698,488</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>690,971</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>727,366</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>672,454</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>617,665</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>4,871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>710,873</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>536,626</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N/A - The state only has one congressional representative, and thus does not have congressional districts.

*In Maryland, each senate district is divided into three districts for the state’s General Assembly.

There are several multi-member districts, some with two and some with three representatives. The number reported is for single-member legislative districts.

**South Dakota senate districts are divided in two to create house districts. Some districts are left as multi-member districts. The number reported is for single-member districts.

Source: The National Conference of State Legislatures

House and senate districts have much more variance than the national average. Michigan’s state legislative districts have nearly twice the median variation, putting Michigan among the states with the highest variance.

Equal Opportunity

Section 2 of the federal Voting Rights Act of 1965 provides a series of protections in an attempt to prohibit efforts to suppress votes of certain protected minority groups. When drawing both congressional and state legislative districts, states are prohibited from dividing minority groups or lumping them in larger communities to diminish their voting power. The U.S. Supreme Court has looked at a handful of cases to determine what is deemed an unfair use of power.

The primary test was developed in the first of these cases, Thornburg v. Gingles (1986), in which the plaintiffs claimed that the state of North Carolina diluted the strength of the black vote by forming a series of multi-member districts. The Court found that North Carolina had violated the Voting Rights Act with the district map it selected. In determining the case, the Court developed what would become known as the Gingles test, which provides a guideline to determine whether a Voting Rights Act violation occurred in the redistricting process. A violation occurs when the following three conditions are present in a district:

- Minority groups that are “sufficiently large and geographically compact to constitute a majority in a single-member district”;
- Minority groups whose members are “politically cohesive”, i.e. have a history of voting for the same candidate; and
- The majority group votes “sufficiently as a bloc to enable it…usually to defeat the minority’s preferred candidate”.
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A Note on Population Shifts and State Apportionment

While the U.S. Constitution allows states to conduct the redistricting process as they see necessary, the apportionment process outlined in Article I, Section 2 requires states to redistrict after every decennial census. In many respects, ten years is a significant amount of time for districts to remain intact in terms of population; people move in and out of districts, districts experience different birth and death rates. These changes can radically alter the population of congressional and legislative districts. A look at Michigan’s congressional districts after the 2010 Census demonstrates just how radically districts can change.

At the time of the 2010 Census, Michigan had just under 9.9 million residents; enough to earn 14 seats in the U.S. House of Representatives. Congressional districts were drawn with almost identical population counts; each district had 705,974 or 705,975 people, for a maximum variation of one person in the state’s congressional districts. But even before the first congressional election using the 2010 Census took place, the state’s population began to shift in ways that adjusted the relative size of the districts.

The American Community Survey (ACS) is an ongoing survey conducted by the Census Bureau. Rather than conducting a full census count every year, the ACS allows the Census Bureau to estimate changes that are occurring throughout the country between ten-year estimates. Using ACS population data, it is easy to see how quickly congressional districts change in terms of population. Maps 2-4 show ACS one-year estimates of Michigan’s population.

Map 2
Population Growth from 2010 to 2012

The ACS has estimated that Michigan’s population increased by about 45,000 people since 2010. But large segments of Michigan are seeing their population decline; so population growth is very uneven across the state. Map 2 shows that even two years after the census, but before the first congressional election under the current maps, Grand Rapids and the suburbs around it grew. Michigan Congressional District 11 grew at a rate of about 1.5 percent, or about a 10,000 person. Conversely, with the declining populations in Flint and Detroit, Michigan Congressional Districts 5, 13 and 14 lost more than 10,000 people each. Despite having equal populations when the districts were created, by the time the voters cast their ballots for members of the U.S. House of Representatives in 2012, the total range of district variation was nearly three percent different from the ideal. This is a larger variance than any state map exhibited at the start of the decade.

Source: American Community Survey one-year estimates.

---

For this analysis, we chose to use ACS single year estimates for a few reasons. First, the sample size of each district is sufficiently large that a truly representative sample is likely to have been drawn; the ACS recommends using longer estimates for populations under 20,000, while here data uses observations of more than 700,000. Second, five-year estimates include data trends from previous years when creating an estimate. Some of Michigan’s district trends have changed rapidly from before 2010, causing the five-year estimates to understate changes from 2012.
Map 3 shows that, for the most part, the trends of 2012 continued. While the state population increased slightly, most regions saw the prior year trends continue. The total range of variation from the average population per district reached 5.4 percent in 2014, or a difference of nearly 40,000 people between the largest and smallest district. This variance is only half of one percent lower than the variation in Missouri’s congressional districts that were deemed too large in *Kirkpatrick v. Preisler* (1969).

These trends continued to accelerate in 2016, as presented Map 4. By 2016, all but one congressional district had deviated from the average by more than 0.5 percent. Rural areas tended to show a pace of slow decline over the course of the six years analyzed, while the trends shown in Map 2 continued. Due to changes in population, the range of deviation in congressional district populations reached nearly 11 percent, with some districts seven percent lower than the ideal, while other districts were about 3.5 percent above that mark.

**Map 4**  
Population Growth from 2010 to 2016

Just six years into the 10-year cycle, deviation between districts increased to a point where the largest district in the state had nearly 80,000 more people than the smallest district in the state, meaning the total variance in district size was almost double the variance found in Missouri’s districts, which were overturned by the U.S. Supreme Court in the *Kirkpatrick v. Preisler* case. Population shifts that occur after the census are not considered when determining if districts were drawn with equal representation; and they are not a sign of any sort of gerrymandering or political intent.

There are lessons to take from this, however. Sometimes populations shift dramatically over the course of 10 years; significant changes in districts are necessary to maintain compliance with equal population standards. The 2020 Census process will likely be no different; with current trends of declining populations in Detroit, Flint, and rural districts and increasing population in other centers. As a result, Michigan’s congressional districts will have to shift to stay close to ideal population levels. From period to period, even when a state does not gain or lose an additional seat in the U.S. Congress through reapportionment, change in district borders is inevitable.
Since *Thornburg*, the U.S. Supreme Court has added some clarity to Section 2 protections. Specifically, the Court has identified the use of multi-member districts, and the practices of packing and cracking as ways in which district plans have violated the Voting Rights Act.

Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act also has an effect on redistricting. To prevent backsliding of Voting Rights Act improvements, Congress added Section 5, which requires certain states and political sub-divisions to receive preclearance on any and all changes to laws that alter voting eligibility or the process by which voting occurs in the state, which includes the redistricting process.

In 2013, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the factors that had been used to determine whether a state or sub-division needed preclearance were too far out of date to be applied fairly. This kept the Section 5 restrictions intact, but voided all criteria which would require a state or locality to undergo Section 5 preclearance.

While Congress has the ability to set new criteria for automatic review, and some legislation has been proposed to do so, there are currently no laws in effect to establish criteria to trigger Section 5 preclearance. Currently, a court order is the only process that can force a locality to seek preclearance. Only three localities are currently required by federal courts to require preclearance (Evergreen, AL; Charles Mix County, SD; and the Village of Port Chester, NY), though a handful of other locations are currently undergoing litigation that could result in new Section 5 preclearance requirements.

State-Level Requirements
In addition to the two federal rules that all states must follow when drawing districts, each state has its own set of rules. Some are intended to preserve geographical features (either natural boundaries or political ones); others attempt to dictate ideal district shapes or attempt to keep certain communities within the same district. While not all states rely upon the same set of requirements, many states attend to one or more of these requirements as part of the redistricting process.

Political Boundaries
One of the most common state rules requires district maps to follow political boundaries, such as county or city borders, as much as possible. Most states (42) impose a political boundary requirement on state legislative districts, while 19 states require respecting political boundaries in drawing congressional districts. States may choose to maintain political boundaries for many reasons. Elections are run at the local level; splitting city and township boundaries in creating a district makes it more burdensome to actually administer an election. In addition, people in a city or a township tend to share common interests with other people from the same city or township. Having one representative for the entirety of the municipality allows the representative to better address the local needs and allows for more accurate representation of the municipality.

In addition to the two federal rules that all states must follow when drawing districts, each state has its own set of rules.

On an even larger scale, many states set requirements for districts to not break county lines. While many of the benefits of maintaining city and township lines applies to counties as well, strict county lines can make it difficult to maintain equal population across districts because of the larger populations within counties. To get the best of both worlds, many states that try to maintain county boundaries will allow a certain number of county breaks or only allow for breaks when necessary, but with a strong emphasis on maintaining county borders where possible.

Some instances exist where a city extends beyond the borders of a county (for example, while Lansing is primarily in Ingham County, portions of the city extend into Eaton County and Clinton County). This means conserving city and county lines can, in some instances, create contradictory requirements. Each state has its own provisions for how to handle this problem when creating districts.

Contiguity
Most states require districts to be contiguous (where you can travel between any two points in the district, without leaving the district). Contiguity is the most
common state redistricting requirement, with 23 states requiring congressional districts be contiguous and 49 states requiring contiguous districts for state legislative chambers. For the most part, maintaining contiguous districts helps keep larger communities together, as they are more likely to be facing similar issues.

Contiguity is the most common state redistricting requirement, with 23 states requiring congressional districts be contiguous and 49 states requiring contiguous districts for state legislative chambers.

Two somewhat common situations can bend the rules for what is a contiguous district. The first is water. Rivers and lakes can separate landmasses that might be culturally similar, forcing them to be in separate districts. In practice, any location split by a water boundary that is connected via a means of transport (like a bridge) is treated as contiguous. Additionally, islands are considered to be contiguous if they are in a district with the county that they are a part of.

Additionally, non-contiguous political boundaries can force map makers to decide between contiguity and respecting existing city and township boundaries. In some states, it is fairly common for cities to create non-contiguous boundaries when they annex areas. This can make it difficult to create contiguous districts, respect political boundaries, and keep a region’s population equal. Map 5 shows Wisconsin’s 61st state assembly district as constructed during the 2000s, where the city of Racine is included in its entirety despite having a large non-contiguous segment that would otherwise be in a separate district. In this instance, Wisconsin’s map makers decided it was more important to keep the city in one district, than to maintain a contiguous district. The 2010 maps reversed this, and the city is currently separated into multiple districts.

This example highlights one of the biggest challenges of the redistricting process: at some level, redistricting criteria will conflict. Because redistricting standards can come into conflict, one of the challenges that can occur is deciding how to resolve when two different goals of the process are incompatible.

Compactness
Another geographic limitation that many states include in their redistricting process is the standard of compactness. While 37 states have a compact district requirement for the legislature and 18 have similar requirements for congressional districts, what this actually means varies across states, and generally can be interpreted broadly.

A compact district can be defined by the shape of its boundaries, relative geographical positions of populations, overall surface area of the district, or the district’s perimeter. But the criteria used can vary for a number of reasons, even within a single state. Part of the problem is that the common understandings of compact districts tend to conflict with Voting Rights Act, population, and city boundary limitations in ways that makes it difficult to tell when a district is not “compact” enough.

Compact district requirements are intended to keep similar populations together, as well as prevent gerrymandering by keeping population centers with their region. This is part of the reason that compactness

Map 5
Wisconsin’s 61st Assembly District
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Mapping Software and Gerrymandering: A Double-Edged Sword

For centuries, redrawing electoral districts was an arduous and time-consuming process for legislatures. Before Geographic Information System (GIS) software was developed (and even before computers), legislatures had to craft districts by hand. Map-makers had to decide which district each census block belonged to, and populations had to be calculated as the maps were drawn. The process took several weeks, as legislators had to figure out what groupings of residents would keep populations close to equal. When dealing with a statewide population in the millions, it was enough of an accomplishment to get districts that followed county boundaries to an extent and had relatively equal populations.

While gerrymandering in these times existed, calculating the electoral effect of a districting scheme took a significant amount of resources. Voting data had to be cross checked with each districts, numbers crunched, and it took significant effort to calculate what effects possible edits would have; even if they were relatively minor.

As computers have become more widespread, and GIS technology has developed, the redistricting process has become a lot faster. GIS mapping software allows anyone with a computer and software to design maps that meet federal population criteria in a fraction of the time it used to take. Census data, particularly population size, can be stored into maps at very small levels, allowing map-makers to instantly know the size of each district. These software can also process other data. With voting records available for small geographical areas, it is also possible to instantaneously know the likely partisan effects of a proposed district map.

It is easier than ever for a legislature to gerrymander, as the technology surrounding the process has advanced at a tremendous pace. Software to link spreadsheet data with GIS maps was not developed until the 1990s redistricting process, while the computing power to actually utilize that software has only been around the last two redistricting cycles. This means that the impact of any change on the map are known within seconds, rather than hours or days. While these advancements have made drawing maps simpler and has even made it more accessible to the public, they have also increased the risk of gerrymandering.

---

receives a lot of attention when it comes to claims of partisan and racial gerrymandering, as the shape and size of districts are among the few indicators you can point to when looking solely at a district map. But the wide variety of factors that determine when a district is “compact” and the number of competing requirements that can change the size and shapes of districts make it difficult to use “compactness” as a standard.

Communities of Interest
One criteria that has seen increased use in recent years is the preservation of communities of interest. Currently, 24 states require map makers to consider keeping together communities of interest for legislative districts, while 13 do so for congressional districts. By directing those in charge of redistricting to keep similar population groups together and protect minority groups from being split through the redistricting process, these provisions more accurately prescribe what many other provisions attempt to.

Typically, a community of interest will have some commonality among its people that requires attention from the legislative process, and maintaining the community in a legislative or congressional district provides an avenue for that population to address their particular concern. In most instances, these are groups that have a common religious, cultural, social, or economic linkage that are within a relatively compact area. These communities can include areas with high immigrant populations, the region immediately around a large university, or a rural area with a large number of family farms. As long as there is some legitimate policy interest to keep the group together, it can be considered a community of interest.

The large variety of groups that can be considered a community of interest has brought up concern about the vague nature of the term. While there is some ambiguity in determining what exactly a community of interest is, the majority of states use similar definitions. Colorado, for example, considers communities of interest as “ethnic, economic, cultural, demographic, trade area and geographic” groups.\(^1\)

This can require the redistricting body to make tough decisions: Who decides when a community is large or cohesive enough to be a community of interest? What is the limit on the type of groups that can be included? Can political ideology be the basis of a ‘community of interest’? How can you determine the rank order of importance when district boundaries are inevitably forced to divide one or more of these communities? While the goals of maintaining the voting power of communities of interest is important, ensuring that those communities are well defined is important to achieving those goals.

Other Rules
A few other rules have been used by some states, but are not widely adopted. Arizona and Washington encourage competitive districts; while this is not a primary goal for either state, the idea is that increasing competition increases the quality of candidates and the accountability of legislators and congressional representatives. These standards have been loosely defined; there is no definition in either Washington or Arizona’s laws that outlines when a district would be deemed competitive.

Some states have rules that govern how state legislature maps are drawn. While multi-member districts are outlawed for Congress, some states elect to use multi-member districts. A few, like New Jersey, elect all members in their lower house from multi-member districts.

The Failures of Current Criteria
While these traditional redistricting criteria can limit, to some degree, state legislatures from drawing districts to their own advantage, in practice they have had little effect. In many instances, state requirements are not able to restrict gerrymandering at all. Even among the simple ‘fair’ example in Chart 1 (page 4), there could be an argument that the purple voters on the right side of the square were cracked in the districting process, or that those districts are not compact because the voters are further spread out from their fellow members of their district than they should be.
Michigan’s Unconstitutional Constitutional Provisions

Article IV, Section 6 of the 1963 Michigan Constitution creates the Commission on Legislative Apportionment and assigns to it the responsibility of drawing legislative districts. However, when the Commission repeatedly failed to reach agreement on redistricting plans – based on the 1960, 1970, and 1980 censuses – the Michigan Supreme Court assumed responsibility. In doing so in 1982, the Court took things a step further.

Article IV, Section 2 of the 1963 Michigan Constitution includes provisions to apportion legislative districts based on each county’s share of the state’s population and the state’s land area. However, in 1982 the Michigan Supreme Court opined that principle is unconstitutional based on the 1964 U.S. Supreme Court “one person, one vote” ruling. Because of the non-severability among Sections 2 through 6 of Article IV, the Court ruled that the redistricting provisions of all five sections became null and void with the “one person, one vote” ruling. The Court found that both standards and process are “inextricably intertwined” and the Commission cannot survive without redistricting rules.

As the decision left the state without any rules or guidelines for who was to draw the maps or how they were to be drawn, responsibility was turned over to the Michigan Legislature. The court stated that if an agreement was not reached responsibility would go to a special master. After the legislature deadlocked, the court developed a series of guidelines and appointed Bernard Apol special master to develop the state’s district maps. The guidelines that the court directed to be used became known as the Apol standards. The Apol standards include:

- Compact and contiguous districts;
- A maximum variation of 16.4 percent in state legislative districts;
- Maintaining county lines, except to limit population variance;
- If a county line needed to be broken, only allow the fewest number of cities and townships to shift districts;
- If a county is entitled to multiple districts, city and township lines should not be broken except to keep variance below 16.4 percent;
- If the lines must be broken within a county, districts created should have equal populations;
- If a city or township is entitled to more than one district, lines must be drawn to achieve maximum compactness within a population range of 98-102 percent.

These standards were used by Bernard Apol to draw the 1980s maps, and the Supreme Court to draw the 1990s maps after the legislature failed to come to an agreement on maps. Prior to the redrawing of the maps after the 2000 census, the legislature passed Public Act (PA) 463 of 1996, the Redistricting Plans Act (covering state House and Senate districts), and PA 221 of 1999, the Congressional Redistricting Act, to codify the Apol standards for legislative and congressional redistricting respectively.

After the maps were drawn in 2001, a legal challenge was brought against the state’s congressional districts, alleging they violated the Congressional Redistricting Act. The Michigan Supreme Court ultimately ruled that the Congressional Redistricting Act was non-binding as it was an act of statute, thus when the legislature passed PA 115 of 2001 (the law defining the state’s district boundaries), the law functionally overturned the Redistricting Plans Act and the Congressional Redistricting Act.

As a result, the Redistricting Plans Act, the Congressional Redistricting Act, and any future statutory guidelines on the redistricting process could be altered by the legislature. This means that Michigan has no binding state laws governing redistricting in the state.

2 413 Mich. 96; 321 NW 2d 565 (1982).
These problems arise from an overly simplified example; in practice, things get even more difficult to evaluate. Most states are not simple shapes, and their populations are not distributed uniformly throughout. States' populations are highly concentrated in some areas, and others have significantly lower population density. Wayne County, for example, is home to 18 percent of the Michigan population, despite being only one of 83 counties. As a result, districts cannot always be drawn in a smooth, consistent pattern. In some instances, one city might have several districts, while in another, several counties might have to be combined to form one district. There are legitimate reasons for districts to be more narrow and winding without it being a gerrymander, while compact, geometric districts might be designed to give a party an advantage.

There are legitimate reasons for districts to be more narrow and winding without it being a gerrymander, while compact, geometric districts might be designed to give a party an advantage.

Without some clear, consistent definition of gerrymandering, claims of gerrymandering can be made on what many would describe as reasonable maps, forcing the courts to be more involved than they would otherwise.

On the other hand, without court intervention, the options for refuting gerrymandered districts are quite limited. As U.S. Supreme Court Justice Anthony Kennedy said in his concurring opinion in *Vieth v. Jubelirer* (2004), “if courts refuse to entertain any claims of partisan gerrymandering, the temptation to use partisan favoritism in districting in an unconstitutional manner will grow.” States can adopt constitutional rules altering the redistricting process through ballot initiatives, but outside of that there is little that can be done to overturn an entrenched partisan gerrymander.

Considerations with each different indicator demonstrates the existence of gerrymandering. While these indicators can be used on all maps, implementation of each requires some thought, as there are flaws (and potential future gerrymandering concerns) with implementing each.

Oddly Shaped Districts
Many people point to the shape of a specific district or a number of districts to indicate that a gerrymander has occurred. Districts with long, bending, squiggly borders are more likely to be considered gerrymandered because they tend not to follow political boundaries, and often invite questioning as to how the districts were conceived. This can be particularly effective anecdotal evidence, as it does not require any form of complex calculations or large datasets; everyone can judge for themselves whether a district looks like it was gerrymandered. While in many cases these borders can be a first indication of whether gerrymandering occurred, there are many different reasons why geometric shapes are not the best barometer for determining a gerrymandered map.

Federal districting requirements occasionally force bizarre looking districts. Communities of interest, especially those protected under the Voting Rights Act, do not always reside entirely within city or county lines; instead, they frequently spill across these lines. Voting Rights Act compliant districts can often give the impression that a gerrymander occurred if the reasoning behind the district is unknown. The Illinois 4th Congressional District (see Map 6), sometimes referred to as the “earmuff” district, is commonly pointed to as one

Map 6
Illinois 4th Congressional District
of the most obvious examples of gerrymandering in the country because of its odd shape. However, the district was drawn to preserve a Latino majority district that wraps around a majority black region. Maintaining a compact, standard looking district, in this instance, would create a Voting Rights Act compliance concern. Irregular shaped districts can occur very frequently, making it difficult to determine if a district was drawn to pack minority voters or to protect a minority district.

Many other factors can lead to the drawing of bizarre district boundaries. City borders, unlike county borders, usually have erratic boundaries that are not smooth or compact. This is because cities often annex new land as they grow in order to provide citizens with public services. In such instances, maintaining political boundaries can lead to districts that do not resemble normal shapes. And cities with large populations, particularly those large enough to cover the majority of a district (or even several districts) can lead to district shapes that are non-geometric.

On the other hand, it is not always sufficient to say that district maps are drawn fairly because they look clean. With the advancements in map-drawing software over the last few decades, it has become easier to draw maps that can meet multiple goals. Algorithms can be programmed to attend to state guidelines such as creating compact districts, making it difficult to detect a gerrymander by looking at the shape of maps. This was shown when Pennsylvania’s legislature was required to redraw its congressional maps after the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania found that the state’s congressional districts were not compact enough to meet state constitutional standards. The legislature submitted revised maps with an identical partisan advantage, but emphasized the compactness of the districts, leaving a map that did not look gerrymandered but preserved a large partisan advantage. However, many of the same issues with oddly drawn district borders apply to local government breaks; Voting Rights Act and population requirements, in particular, are difficult to fit into city and county lines. Many times, particularly in larger urban areas, municipal borders and communities do not align perfectly, requiring lines that run from a city into neighboring townships.

Breaks in boundaries are also inevitable. City and county populations are not distributed evenly across the entire state, and districting guidelines can make some cities a “square peg” for a district that needs a “round hole.” If a city has more than a full district worth of citizens, like Detroit, the city must be broken up. Some amount of local boundary breaks is unavoidable. How those

With the advancements in map-drawing software, it has become easier to draw maps that can meet multiple goals such as creating compact districts and maintaining partisan advantage.

breaks are decided becomes more important. Maps drawn with the same number of city and township breaks can look extremely different, and gerrymandered maps can even have fewer breaks than non-gerrymandered maps. Assuming any district lines that break some city boundaries are gerrymandered can lead to false positives and miss several actual gerrymanders.

**A New Approach**

The traditional redistricting requirements have not aged particularly well, at least in terms of their ability to guard against gerrymandering. While they might seem intuitive and do provide some level of protection from gerrymandering, those requirements historically did very little to outright prevent it. In the current context, when the rise in computer-based mapping software, combined with past election results give map makers immediate knowledge of how the maps will affect electoral outcomes, many states have found a need to impose new methods to counter gerrymandering, while maintaining fidelity to federal Voting Rights Act requirements.

**Local Government Boundary Breaks**

Similar to the presence of oddly shaped districts, more frequent breaks of political boundaries are typically used as a metric to indicate gerrymandering. Because cities tend to be distinct from surrounding rural areas, and voters are more likely to share views with others in their county than voters in other counties, splits in cities and counties can be an indication that gerrymandering has occurred.
Since 1986, the U.S. Supreme Court has consistently ruled that gerrymandering is a justiciable issue, or a question which a court can exercise its legal authority to resolve. Despite agreeing to the legal status of gerrymandering, the Court has been hesitant to rule against state-drawn maps. A U.S. Supreme Court challenge has never been successful at overturning a map. In the two primary cases to reach the Court, the justices ultimately ruled that there was not a measure that the Court was willing to stake a decision on. The U.S. Supreme Court tried two additional gerrymandering cases this term; both offered new standards to consider when evaluating a partisan gerrymander.

Establishing a Justiciable Standard: Rejected Methods and Future Possibilities

Prior to 1986, the Supreme Court had maintained distance between itself and partisan gerrymandering claims. While racial gerrymandering claims had led to several maps being overturned, partisan gerrymandering claims had not been tried in the courts.

The 1981 redistricting process in Indiana created controversy, as the Republican legislature created a district plan that used multi-member districts to limit the voting power of Democrats in those districts. Democrats brought a case to the federal District Court, "Davis v. Bandemer" (1986), arguing that the map was politically gerrymandered to disadvantage Democratic candidates, violating the voters’ rights under the Equal Protection Clause.

The U.S. District Court ruled that the district maps were an unconstitutional partisan gerrymander. However, upon challenge in the U.S. Supreme Court, that decision was overturned. Despite the maps being upheld, the majority of justices agreed that gerrymandering claims were justiciable. The problem was that, in this instance, appellees had failed to provide sufficient proof that an unconstitutional partisan gerrymander had occurred.

This decision set the stage for how courts could resolve partisan gerrymanders. Because the Court in "Davis" ruled that courts could resolve partisan gerrymandering claims, several cases have been brought to the courts to find a standard that was deemed acceptable. This decision created a search for the proverbial holy grail of redistricting: finding a standard that the Supreme Court would approve of that could evaluate partisan gerrymandering. Most cases have failed to pass even the district courts. Only a handful of cases have actually been evaluated at the U.S. Supreme Court.

"Vieth v. Jubelirer": The Problems with Proportionality

It took nearly two decades after the U.S. Supreme Court’s "Davis" opinion for a new test case on partisan gerrymandering to reach the Court. Pennsylvania’s 2001 Congressional redistricting scheme created a controversy that led to the first attempt to create a court standard. The Court chose to hear "Vieth v. Jubelirer" (2004) after it was dismissed by the U.S. District Court. The lower Court ruled that the plaintiffs had failed to provide a discernable standard to adjudicate claims of gerrymandering.

The plaintiffs provided two tests to demonstrate that gerrymandering occurred with Pennsylvania’s maps. The first was a simple majority-majority test. This test relies on election outcomes to determine whether the party that receives a majority of votes should receive a majority of seats. The Court rejected this test because non-gerrymandered maps could reasonably lead to this result.
While it seems logical that whichever party receives the most votes should receive the most seats, circumstances may make this unreasonable to enforce in practice. Part of this is due to random chance; while it is not particularly likely that a party receiving a minority of the votes wins a majority of seats, it can happen without a partisan gerrymander. In a state with several competitive districts, even a small change in a handful of districts can change the party that controls a majority without changing the overall vote drastically. Additionally, just because a party has a majority of votes in one election does not mean that it has a sustainable majority. Particularly in a state like Michigan where statewide races are typically within a few percentage points, the sum of votes in every district does not demonstrate that one party has a majority.

The issues the Supreme Court had with the majority-majority test were compounded by the inability of the court to pigeon-hole specific voters. Unlike the Court’s ability to assess racial gerrymandering through widely available demographic data, trying to identify a region’s political makeup based on widely available data is virtually impossible. As stated in the majority opinion of Vieth, “a person’s politics is rarely as readily discernible – and never as permanently discernible – as a person’s race.” The court was unwilling to identify voters party affiliation based on voting records because political considerations change; the existence of moderate and independent voters, and the differences between individual candidates across districts all can factor in to a minority party winning a majority of seats. Individual candidates can shift a voter’s preferences temporarily, or a more permanent shift can occur, but it is difficult to distinguish between these without several years of data.

The second standard the Supreme Court considered was proportionality, or the idea that the distribution of seats should closely resemble the distribution of votes statewide. This standard was proposed as a means of trying to keep representation resembling the votes actually cast; the theory goes that if 60 percent of the statewide vote was cast for a party, they should have roughly 60 percent of the seats. This seems like a reasonable outcome, as it means the legislature and congressional delegation would closely resemble the overall makeup of the state’s population.

The Court determined that this standard suffers the same sort of problems that a majority-majority standard does. One major issue is that, because of the natural sorting of populations (e.g., Democrats are more likely to settle in cities, Republicans in rural areas) it is fairly rare that populations are distributed evenly enough across a state that representatives are elected exactly proportionately based on their districts.

Proportional outcomes are also not statistically likely as larger statewide advantages are gained. As one party increases its vote share in a state, it becomes more difficult to distribute populations in a way that guarantees representation for the minority party; if only ten percent of a state is for a minority party, proportional representation becomes virtually impossible; the voters would likely be spread across the state, making it impossible to draw a map with a majority. Additionally, differences between candidates and the presence of independent voters make it difficult to determine the proportion of a state that votes for a party regularly, or if certain candidates were weak (or even nonexistent, in the case of uncontested elections) resulting in a temporary vote switch.

**Symmetry and LULAC**

In the U.S. Supreme Court’s rejection of the majority-majority and proportionality standards, Justice Kennedy outlined his problems with the measures, and provided guidance for the development of a new measure to evaluate partisan gerrymandering. Justice Kennedy argued that a “model of fair and effective representation” was needed for the Court to intervene. He further argued that without a “clear, manageable and politically neutral standard” to evaluate the constitutional harm of gerrymandering, the Court would leave lower courts to make inconsistent rulings and run the risk of the overreaching or not intervening at all.
Because four justices argued that the plaintiffs’ case in Vieth was sufficient to overturn Pennsylvania’s maps, Justice Kennedy’s decision has been considered a blueprint to develop a case to overturn gerrymandered maps in the U.S. Supreme Court. Several social scientists have focused on creating a metric that was able to overcome the flaws of a proportional standard, while effectively identifying gerrymanders. The first attempt to sway Justice Kennedy occurred in League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC) v. Perry.

LULAC focused on questions relating to both racial and partisan gerrymandering. The Texas Legislature passed a redistricting plan in 2003 modifying congressional maps drawn by a federal judge. The maps were claimed to have been drawn to reduce the influence of minority groups and create a sustainable partisan advantage.

The Supreme Court ruled that some of the state’s districts violated the Voting Rights Act, but the plaintiffs (like those involved in the Davis and Vieth decisions) failed to provide a justiciable standard to evaluate partisan gerrymandering. In the opinions issued on LULAC, many justices discussed the question of symmetry, which was posited by an amicus brief submitted by Gary King, director of the Institute for Quantitative Social Science at Harvard University. The partisan symmetry standard posits that, rather than proportional political results, political parties should experience the same outcome when the same vote totals occur.

This standard attempts to build on the flaws the Supreme Court had with proportionality as a test for gerrymandering; rather than expecting a party to achieve representation equal to the population total, the symmetry standard just requires that if the opposite party received the same vote total as the winning party, that it would have the opportunity to win the same number of seats. Represented graphically, symmetry creates an “S-curve”, where the percentage of the two-party share of votes is presented on one axis and the share of the seats won is presented on the other axis (see Chart 4).

In a symmetric S-curve, each point on the line of outcomes has an equal but opposite result, meaning that if the outcome of the percentage of votes were to flip, the division of seats would flip as well (this is shown with the blue line in Chart 4). The slope of an S-curve will vary by state, some are steeper (smaller increases in total votes result in more seats), while some are flatter (smaller changes in total votes have minimal effect on the total number of seats). However, in each state, the outcome should be symmetric across a 50-50 split.

When election results deviate from a symmetric S-curve, it indicates partisan bias. These shifts can show that one party has to earn significantly more votes to achieve the same political outcome as the other, which would show a biased S-curve (the tan line represents the S-curve of a disadvantaged party). This would show that, while parties convert votes to seats at similar rates, they are not advantaged equally as one party wins more seats than the other party would with the same vote share. Even though the tan line maintains the same shape as the blue line, one party has a clear advantage under the tan line. This is typical of areas that have natural geographic advantages for one party and gerrymandered maps.

Unlike the proportionality standard, which focuses solely on the outcome of an election, partisan symmetry focuses on the opportunity voters from a party had to elect candidates of their choosing. By looking at what would have happened under an identical but opposite election result, partisan symmetry tests focus on the constitutional right afforded to citizens through voting; they are not guaranteed a specific outcome, but are guaranteed the right to attempt to elect a candidate of their choosing.
**LULAC and Mid-Decade Redistricting: Concerns for Gerrymandering**

While states are required to update their district maps every decade, nothing in the Constitution, or federal law, prevents states from updating them more frequently. After *Davis* and *Vieth*, the Supreme Court heard an additional case on whether Texas’ district maps was an illegal partisan and racial gerrymander in *League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC) v. Perry*. One of the questions unique to this case was whether states were allowed to redistrict between censuses. In 2003, Republicans in the state gained unified control of the state legislature, and set out a plan to change maps drawn by the Legislative Redistricting Board and state courts after the legislature failed to pass maps in 2001.

In *LULAC*, the court ultimately upheld the majority of Texas’ districts. In their ruling, the court was explicit in stating that there were no federal prohibitions on mid-decade redistricting. As with most of redistricting law, this leaves the question of mid-decade redistricting up to each state.¹

While many states contain language that ties state redistricting processes to the census cycle, few state constitutions explicitly prohibit mid-decade redistricting for state and congressional districts. Only six state constitutions (Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Connecticut, and New Jersey) explicitly forbid mid-decade redistricting for state legislative and congressional districts. In addition, Delaware has statutory restrictions that would prevent mid-decade redistricting, and 14 states have explicit rules preventing state legislative redistricting mid-decade.²

One of the biggest challenges facing gerrymanders is the instability of gerrymandered maps. To effectively create a majority, the party in control typically has to create slim margins in a significant number of districts. Populations inevitably change over the course of the decade; they can erode a gerrymander, and even cause a sweeping reversal of their effects. This serves as one of the few natural checks on gerrymandering.

Mid-decade redistricting, then, is an erosion of this natural check. With the significant increase in the availability of voter data and the technology to generate partisan maps, mid-decade redistricting has the potential to be easier and more accurate than before. If legislatures decide to re-draw maps more frequently, and maintain control of the governor’s office, they can create a sustainable gerrymander.

In addition to the gerrymandering concerns, mid-decade redistricting has a host of logistical and representational concerns. Changing districts create a significant process burden on election officials, as citizens districts would change much more frequently and voting locations might switch which district they are in with each change. Additionally, citizens who are moved from one district to another might find themselves without effective representation, as their new district might not be represented by their current representative, leading to a situation no one feels responsible for a group of citizens.

Michigan is one of nine states that does not have any constitutional language that can be interpreted as a limitation on mid-decade redistricting. Because Michigan has no constitutional law governing the process, the state legislature is able to reset the rules with a simple majority vote. If and when the state finally does attempt to alter the current constitutional language, it should include an outline of when the legislature is allowed to undergo the redistricting process.

---

² Data gathered from: Levitt, Justin. *All About Redistricting*. redistricting.lls.edu.
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Ultimately, the court did not deem symmetry sufficient in identifying gerrymandering for a few reasons. One of the biggest issues comes from the determination of which voters would switch votes to produce the symmetrical situation. As stated in Justice Kennedy’s opinion:

“The existence or degree of asymmetry may in large part depend on conjecture about where possible vote-switchers will reside. Even assuming a court could choose reliably among different models of shifting voter preferences, we are wary of adopting a constitutional standard that invalidates a map based on unfair results that would occur in a hypothetical state of affairs.”

While several justices noted that there is value in an analysis based on partisan symmetry, some, including Justice Kennedy, were not particularly convinced with partisan symmetry being used as the sole standard because of the reliance on a simulated election. Unless two elections occurred with asymmetric results, the partisan symmetry method required a reliance on scientifically modeled counterfactual cases, rather than actual election data. The Court felt uncomfortable using social science methods to guess what voters would likely switch their votes. This left those challenging gerrymandering to find a new metric.

Gill v. Whitford and the Efficiency Gap

Wisconsin’s State Assembly is considered one of the most gerrymandered maps in the country. In 2012, Democrats won a majority of the vote in the State Assembly, yet Republicans won 60 of 99 Assembly seats. Because many saw this as an unfair partisan gerrymander, a group of Democrat voters sued the state, arguing that the legislation that created the state’s districting plan violated First Amendment protections of freedom of political speech and Fourteenth Amendment equal protection rights.

In November of 2016, the federal District Court from the Western District of Wisconsin overturned the state’s legislative and congressional district plans. This was the first time in more than three decades that a federal court overturned the entirety of a state’s district plan. The district court ordered that the state draw new district maps, and placed an injunction on use of the maps outlined state law. The U.S. Supreme Court stayed the lower court’s decision when it decided to hear the state’s appeal on Gill v. Whitford in 2017.

During the trial, the plaintiffs presented fairly strong evidence that Wisconsin’s legislature intended to create as strong a partisan advantage as possible. Excerpts of conversations from assembly members and staff, and Professor Keith Gaddie, a consultant hired by political leadership, were presented. This included a memo written by Gaddie, where he claimed that “[w]e are not in court this time,” and “we do not need to show that we have created a fair, balanced, or even a reactive map,” and presented evidence showing the development of the Wisconsin map to provide as strong of a partisan advantage as possible.

The defendants did not argue the intent of the maps was to provide a partisan advantage. History has shown intent is not sufficient to have a gerrymander overturned; a justiciable standard is required. Following the lessons from the LULAC decision, the plaintiffs utilized a new metric to measure gerrymandering called the efficiency gap. The efficiency gap was created by Nicholas Stephanopoulos, a professor at the University of Chicago Law School, and Eric McGhee, a Research Fellow at the Public Policy Institute of California. Using some of the principles of partisan symmetry, they created the efficiency gap to find a possible justiciable standard for evaluating gerrymandering.

The efficiency gap calculates the frequency that a party ‘wastes’ votes. A wasted vote, according to the method, is a vote cast for a party that is not helpful in putting the candidate above 50 percent of the two-
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The Efficiency Gap: The Trouble with a Single Metric Focus

There are a lot of considerations to make when implementing the efficiency gap as a practical standard. No single metric to evaluate gerrymandering is likely to be perfect, but it is important to carefully consider the flaws and limitations of a measure before applying it to any analysis. The efficiency gap in particular has a handful of issues that are discussed in depth between the academic literature and the proceedings of Gill.

One of the primary issues is that the efficiency gap, for congressional districts at least, does not treat all states the same. The standard uses a threshold of two congressional districts, rather than a flat number, as the baseline for determining what is gerrymandered. As a result, larger states can have smaller efficiency gap scores register as beyond the threshold, while states with four or fewer congressional districts cannot register an efficiency gap of that size. This can lead the efficiency gap to more frequently mark states with several congressional districts as gerrymanders due to natural causes, while smaller states could exhibit signs of gerrymandering and not meet the threshold.

The efficiency gap also has difficulty dealing with extremes. As elections get less competitive overall, the system begins to break down in how well it evaluates the fairness of districts. A hypothetical scheme in a state with a 75 percent majority (plus one person for each district) for one party would be considered most fair if the majority party won every district; and it is impossible to draw a map without the majority party being disadvantaged according to the efficiency gap once they exceed that proportion.

While this can be a concern in theory, in practice most states do not have vote levels to those extremes, and gerrymanders typically concern states with very close vote margins. During the 2016 presidential election, more than 45 states had two-party vote shares fall below this threshold. In addition to this, concerns about gerrymandering are much stronger in states that are less homogenous; in states where statewide vote counts are closer, gerrymandering has a much larger influence on the makeup of the state level.

An additional issue that comes up with the efficiency gap is that it has difficulties dealing with non-homogenous political geographies. Large cities in particular tend to vote for one party more consistently (and typically, they tend to vote for Democrats) compared to more rural areas.1 This would mean that keeping districts entirely within a city could be construed as packing Democrat votes. When attempting to follow other common rules for redistricting, such as limiting breaks in political boundaries or maintaining compact districts, map-makers would be stuck between a rock and a hard place. They could either break cities to some extent and have spiraling districts to keep the efficiency gap as close to zero as possible, or they can keep the city together but risk being accused of gerrymandering. Either way, the map-makers would have to break common norms of redistricting or risk their map getting overturned based on the efficiency gap. This is of particular interest for any analysis of Michigan’s maps, as the Detroit metro area provides one of the best examples of natural sorting.

A fourth criticism of the efficiency gap is it ignores that individual votes are cast in a complex environment. Voters are not monolithic entities; even within one election year they can vote for candidates from different parties. Different candidates and change within individual voters inherently affect how votes are cast; the efficiency gap does not treat them as distinct. Critics argue that this means the efficiency gap as a concept does not effectively capture gerrymandering.

A lot of the discussion about the efficiency gap tries to paint it as either a single, all-encompassing measure for gerrymandering in the electoral system or a failure. But all-encompassing statistical measures for any sort of complex system will have flaws, or have trouble dealing with certain outliers. The problem with this is that any attempt to simplify complex systems, like elections, into a single metric will eventually fail under some set of circumstances.

But that should not be reason enough to abandon their use; otherwise the perfect would become the enemy of the good. The courts approaches to other redistricting efforts reflect this. In determining compliance with the one person, one vote principle, the courts have used both total variance and standard deviation, as each measure better tests for different distributions.

The potential for problems in simplifying a complex system do not mean a metric is unusable; to the contrary, the efficiency gap has value in many instances. But setting it as the sole arbiter of gerrymandering could lead to adverse results, particularly if state legislatures design districting plans to exploit potential flaws in the efficiency gap. No single metric is likely to capture all possible gerrymanders; if the efficiency gap, or another single standard were adopted, attempts to gerrymander could be formed around those criteria, creating troubling maps that look somewhat benign. Instead, the efficiency gap should be used as one of several pieces to determine if district maps are illegally gerrymandered.

The idea of a wasted vote, at least in theory, pairs particularly well with the two main methods of a gerrymander: packing and cracking. Packed districts, with a significant number of votes for the same party, would increase the efficiency gap as the margin of victory increases. Cracked districts exhibit the opposite, with extremely close districts having a large number of votes wasted for the losing party. By including measures that account for packed and cracked districts, the efficiency gap attempts to provide a measure to show if a large number of districts exhibit tendencies of unfair redistricting practices.

If one party wastes significantly more votes than the other, the result is not symmetric. This measure attempts to find the same underlying problem the partisan symmetry standard does, but because the efficiency gap uses data from actual elections to determine whether gerrymandering has occurred (as opposed to simulations relied upon with the symmetry standard). The efficiency gap does not rely on hypothetical election results, which could make it more palatable as a judicial standard in the eyes of the Supreme Court.

Using this measure, the plaintiffs outlined a three-part test to determine if partisan gerrymandering occurred:

1. Establish the existence of intent for partisan gerrymandering;
2. Demonstrate through the use of the efficiency gap that the threshold for gerrymandering exceeded seven percent; and
3. If the first two conditions are met, the maps would become presumptively unconstitutional, and the state would be given the opportunity to defend the district maps as either necessary for compelling state policy interests, or be a cause of natural political geography.29

The U.S. District Court in Wisconsin ultimately modified this test; instead of focusing on the efficiency gap as the measure of whether an illegal partisan gerrymander occurred, it focused on the idea of entrenchment, or the concept of how sustainable a gerrymander would be across a series of elections (over a period between decennial censuses).

The District Court determined that if there was evidence that a state’s legislative or congressional maps were designed in such a way to ensure one party had the majority, there was sufficient evidence to determine that there was a partisan gerrymander.

In June 2018, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the plaintiffs lacked standing in the case. Because the measures used in describing partisan gerrymandering did not show individualized harm for the plaintiffs, but instead demonstrated the burdens placed on political parties, the individuals in the case were deemed to be legally unable to bring the case to the Court. In most cases, this would lead to the outright dismissal of the case; but the Court in this instance chose to send the case back to the District Court to allow the plaintiffs an opportunity to demonstrate that they have proper standing.30

**Benisek v. Lamone and the Standing Question**

In November of 2013, Republican residents of Maryland filed a claim against the state, arguing the congressional district plan violated their First Amendment right of political association. The specific claim in *Benisek v. Lamone* is that the use of narrow slivers of...
land to connect areas in certain congressional districts created de-facto non-contiguous districts.

These districts, the plaintiffs argued, were designed in a way to limit the ability of Republican voters to elect candidates for the 6th district (Map 7), as the demographics of the areas connected by the ribbons are very different. There is more than just suspicion that the Democrats in Maryland intended to flip the district; Governor O’Malley has admitted the goal of the maps was to improve Democrats chances.\(^\text{31}\)

The defense has argued that the gerrymander is acceptable because it more closely resembles the district’s historic makeup, it followed all state procedures and rules, and it is still a competitive district.\(^\text{32}\) For decades prior to the 1990s redistricting process, the 6th included the same five counties used in the current version of the district; the last two cycles were outliers in that respect. And the district is slightly more competitive; but measures cited by the defense show that the district is still not very competitive. The Cook Partisan Voter Index, a metric cited by the defense that evaluates the likely outcome of districts by using historical election data, changed the district from a ‘safe’ Republican seat to a ‘likely’ Democrat seat, which is not considered competitive but could become competitive under some circumstances.

The U.S. District Court opted to stay the trial until Gill was decided, but the plaintiffs appealed that decision to the U.S. Supreme Court. It is fairly atypical for the Supreme Court to hear multiple cases focusing on the same issue at the same time; but the Court chose to hear the appeal.

Benisek did not rely on a measure such as the efficiency gap to make a primary case of partisan gerrymandering. While some statistical measures are used to demonstrate the claims, particularly the output of software designed to simulate thousands of potential district arrangements, the primary focus is on the intent to gerrymander and the resulting changes in the 6th congressional district.\(^\text{33}\) In many regards, these differences cause Benisek to deviate significantly from approaches tested in Vieth and LULAC; instead of creating a specific test, the plaintiffs’ case in Benisek relies on totality of circumstance, and would not create a specific precedent for how future courts would operate when considering partisan gerrymandering cases.

The petitioners in Benisek represented a singular congressional district and only argued for the change of a singular district. This is distinct from Gill, where the plaintiffs challenged the entire district map. In that respect, the claims in Benisek more closely resemble racial gerrymandering cases. While Gill was returned to the district courts due to issues with standing, the structure of Benisek is more likely to effectively serve as a roadmap for future plaintiffs to demonstrate they have proper standing.

In June of 2018, the U.S. Supreme Court affirmed the District Court’s decision refusing to place an injunction on Maryland’s district maps. The U.S. Supreme Court agreed with the lower court’s reasoning that placing an injunction on Maryland’s state maps would needlessly interfere with the election, particularly given the U.S. Supreme Court had already determined to hear Gill. Similar to the decision in Gill, the U.S. Supreme Court stopped short on deciding the merits of the case – instead, the ruling, in conjunction with the ruling on Gill, allows the District Court to resume proceedings on the merits of the case.\(^\text{34}\)

Rucho v. League of Women Voters, Rucho v. Common Cause

A case involving North Carolina’s congressional maps has also garnered national attention. After the Middle District Court of North Carolina ruled the maps created in 2011 were an unconstitutional racial gerrymander, the state created a new set of maps that some claimed were an unconstitutional partisan gerrymander. Several groups and voters claimed that the new congres-
sional district maps were designed to infringe on their right to vote due to their political preference. The case was brought before the U.S. District Court, where the new congressional maps were struck down as a partisan gerrymander.

The plaintiffs primarily relied on mapping algorithms to determine the level of gerrymandering that occurred. Two professors separately created algorithms to randomly generate and test thousands of iterations of potential district boundaries, making sure that they followed typical redistricting requirements that were used in North Carolina’s map. Once the maps were created, voter data from the 2012 and 2016 elections were inputted into the new districts to simulate election results with the hypothetical boundaries, and compared to the actual outcome.

North Carolina’s actual congressional districts resulted in a 10-to-3 seat advantage for Republicans in 2012 and 2016. Based on the maps drawn via simulations, this result was an extreme statistical outlier. The simulations found that less than one percent of all plans recreated the 10 to 3 margin or a larger margin for Republicans.

The defendants in the trial did not argue against the claim that they intended to create a gerrymandered map. The legislative committee explicitly tried to create a map that gave Republicans a 10-to-3 advantage in congressional districts. Instead, they argued that there was not a clear standard to determine what districts should be thrown out, and that the districts met other redistricting criteria and did not seek the most extreme partisan advantage, making it a legal districting scheme.

In early 2018, the Middle District Court of North Carolina ruled that the state’s remedial map was an impermissible partisan gerrymander. While the District Court struck down the map and ordered the state to create new districts prior to the upcoming election, the U.S. Supreme Court vacated the ruling, and remanded the case to the District Court for further consideration in light of the ruling in Gill.

Beyond the Courts: Other Metrics to Evaluate Partisan Gerrymandering

While the efficiency gap has been at the forefront of Gill, several other metrics have been developed and are being used to evaluate gerrymandering by a variety of researchers. Some of these metrics rely on similar metrics to old tests (such as the ‘S-curve’), while some use statistical tests that focus on how districts deviate from each other to determine if gerrymandering occurred.

Several other metrics have been developed and are being used to evaluate gerrymandering by a variety of researchers.

Responsiveness

One of the most explanatory measures is the responsiveness of district schemes. This can also be considered as the slope of the S-curve. While symmetry, the primary measure utilizing the S-curve, measures the location of the curve relative to the origin, responsiveness measures the slope of the curve. The slope represents the rate of change in seats relative to votes. For example, in a perfectly proportional state, the slope of the s-curve would be 1—it would be a straight line where 60 percent of votes would lead to 60 percent of seats for either party. In most instances the slope is not that clean (thus the ‘S’ shape).

Steeper S-curves indicate a higher level of responsiveness to the voters; a few votes changing can have a large impact on the statewide makeup. States with steeper S-curves typically have several competitive elections. Flatter S-curves, conversely, have fewer competitive elections. This is typically an indication that there is some gerrymandering to protect incumbents (but not produce partisan bias).

But the slope of the S-curve is not always symmetric. Chart 5 (see page 28) shows a normal S-curve next to a typical gerrymandered curve. In this instance, the black line shows very little relationship to the symmetric curve. Instead of accelerating towards the 50-50 point, a typical gerrymandered vote-to-seat curve stays flat until the party that is suppressed gains a significant
majority of the voting population. This both indicates that there is a lack of symmetry and that the responsiveness for each party is not symmetric.

Because gerrymanders typically rely on packing a small number of districts, the floor for the number of seats the suppressed party can win is typically higher, but it takes significantly more votes to win additional seats. Because the party in control of the redistricting process wins several districts by narrow margins, once the suppressed party wins a larger share of the statewide votes, seats begin to change hands very quickly. The responsiveness of a state’s district maps can be a quick indicator of partisan gerrymandering.35

The Mean-Median Test

Another test that has been discussed with more frequency of late is the mean-median test, which is a simple way to determine if a dataset is skewed, or not distributed normally across the average. Instead of focusing on the outcome of results, the mean-median test tries to determine if the typical makeup of districts deviates significantly from the state average. If the median and mean are largely different, there is some indication that districts are organized in a way that their population is very different than the state as a whole.36

To apply this test, the average vote share for a party across the state is subtracted from its vote share in the median district. A positive number (indicating a higher median) indicates that the party had an electoral advantage from the redistricting scheme, while a negative result would indicate a party was hindered by the scheme.

The mean-median indicator does an effective job at indicating whether a dataset is skewed. In the majority of districts that can be drawn, the median vote share for a district should be fairly close to the average, as the districts are more likely to be distributed normally (or on a bell curve, with a large number of observations at the average, and observations in each direction becoming less frequent at an equal pace, see Chart 6).

The T-Test

The t-test is a standard statistical measure used to evaluate the similarity or difference between two groups, and is applicable to detecting gerrymandering. In the context of elections, it determines whether the groups of districts two parties won had relatively equal margins of victory.
When a map is gerrymandered, one party will win with several large margins (due to packing), and the other will win several districts by smaller margins (cracking). If the two groups are significantly different (meaning these differences have a low probability of occurring via chance), then the t-test indicates that there is a difference in the typical margin of victory between the two parties. This allows the test to identify gerrymandered maps by comparing the districts won by each party.\(^{37}\)

While similar to the mean-median test, the t-test focuses on the difference between two parties and is better at pinpointing whether or not an advantage exists. In contrast, the mean-median test looks at the magnitude of the advantage or disadvantage districts provide for either party. The t-test does have one of the same main problems as the mean-median test, as it is not able to differentiate between advantages based on where people choose to live and those based on how the districts are drawn.

**Simulated Maps**

Another method used to predict gerrymandering is the use of simulations to create different iterations of potential maps. Because computers are able to generate maps based on specified criteria, political scientists can determine what the outcome of elections would have been under hundreds of different but possible district schemes. These simulated results can be compared to the actual result to determine if the real map created a result that was strikingly different from the majority of other maps.

Using simulated maps to determine how biased the actual maps are is an important step for demonstrating a gerrymander occurred. Unlike the other tests, simulated maps are able to directly demonstrate that political geography is not responsible for potential gerrymandering. By comparing to dozens or hundreds of other maps, it is possible to tell if the result is an outlier relative to other maps of the same state.

The difficulty with testing using simulated maps is the complexity in creating the maps themselves. Unlike the other metrics discussed, maps are not a simple formula that you can plug voting records into; an algorithm has to be developed to generate the maps. Systems can be designed to follow common redistricting criteria, but the algorithm designer has to choose how the system deals with conflicting criteria. This means results can very slightly, though over the course of hundreds of maps the variation will decrease.
Assessing Gerrymandering in Michigan

Michigan’s current congressional districts would not seem to satisfy compactness principles, particularly in Southeastern Michigan (see Map 8). Several districts are long and narrow, such as District 5. The divisions in many counties also leave a question as to compact districts, as both Oakland and Wayne County are split into four districts, with only one of Wayne County’s districts entirely within the county. All of the representatives for Oakland County represent part of at least one other county as well.

There are also numerous locations where you can move north, south, east, or west, cross district lines multiple times, and reenter the same district you were in before. One of the most glaring examples of this is in District 11 (the pale green district in Southeastern Michigan), where you can travel in a straight line east from one point in the district, cross into District 14 (the neighboring orange district), then into District 9 (the grey district), back into District 11, then back into District 9 again, and finally end up in District 11 one last time, yet you would never leave Oakland County. There are multiple other locations where a similar interaction occurs on the 2011 maps, while it does not occur in either the 1991 or 2001 map.

Multiple state legislative districts are claimed to be gerrymandered. House District 76 and Senate District 8 are examples where districts fail to meet traditional compactness standards. House District 76 (Map 9) wraps around the city of Grand Rapids; it covers a majority of the perimeter of the city, but in certain areas the district is extremely narrow. It is argued that it resembles the original Massachusetts gerrymander as it wraps around an entire city, taking only small portions of the surrounding area. Senate District 8 (Map 10) covers a large portion of Macomb County. But at issue is how much of the county it interacts with; the district touches all four of the counties sides, and contains two opposite corners.

Map 8
Michigan Congressional Districts 2012-Present

Map 9
Michigan House District 76

Map 10
Senate District 8 and Macomb County
But oddly shaped districts are not enough to demonstrate gerrymandering. As discussed earlier, maintaining compliance with the Voting Rights Act, a particular concern for districts in the Detroit area, can lead to difficult choices on how boundaries look. More evidence is needed beyond the shape of the districts.

Efficiency Gap

Michigan’s legislative and congressional districts exhibit extreme values with the efficiency gap, which is suggestive of gerrymandering. In Stephanopoulos and McGhee’s original analysis based on 2012 election results, Michigan was one of seven states where congressional districts exceeded the proposed acceptable level, and one of 13 states where state house districts exceeded the recommended maximum efficiency gap. Michigan was one of only four states (along with Florida, North Carolina, and Ohio) where both legislative and congressional maps were graded as extreme.

It is plausible that part of Michigan’s large efficiency gap is due to a natural sorting of its population. When a large population in a compact area tend to vote in a similar way, districts in that region tend to be naturally packed. This can make it difficult to draw maps that do not produce an artificial advantage. As a result, cities like Detroit, which tends to lean heavily Democratic, can create a natural bias against a party. Some have argued that data that shows an advantage for Republicans in the state is due to this natural sorting. There is some truth to these concerns, but the efficiency gap for recent elections, (see Table 2, see page 32), shows that natural sorting is likely not the sole cause of Michigan’s large efficiency gap (in addition to evidence from simulated maps, discussed below).

For the last 20 years of elections held under each map (State House, State Senate, and Congressional), Table 2 has an efficiency gap number for each type of election calculated using Secretary of State voter data. In the table, a negative number indicates an advantage for Democrats, and a positive number indicates an advantage for Republicans. The larger the result of the efficiency gap, the larger bias that is produced.

A map that produces no partisan bias from year to year is extremely unlikely; small fluctuations occur fairly often, particularly for Congressional districts which have less than 20 seats up for competitive elections each year. Additionally, the political climate can influence the outcome; in years where one party exhibits stronger than typical turnout, the efficiency gap does show some variation. The original creators of the efficiency gap recommended any score above an absolute value of 8 would signal partisan bias beyond variability for state legislative districts (so in the table above, anything below -8 and above 8).

For congressional districts, any score that would represent two districts worth of votes would be considered extreme gerrymandering. This would represent about 12.5 percent for the maps for the 1990s, 13.3 for 2000s, and 14.3 for 2010s. The efficiency gap is calculated this way so the metric can be compared across states in terms of effect on the U.S. House.

The efficiency gap shows that in most years for the state under each of the two most recent maps, Republicans have had a significant electoral advantage. The efficiency gap does follow electoral trends to an extent; in years Republicans fared better at the polls nationally (such as 2004 and 2010), the efficiency gap numbers were lower. This is due to a higher proportion of the swing vote or higher turnout in those years, increasing Republican advantages, and few seats flipped from one party to another. In years where Democrats did better nationally, the efficiency gap increased significantly, as more Democrats were showing up to the polls, while few seats were changed from one party to another.

The 2006 election, which shows a large increase in the efficiency gap for the Congressional and State Senate map, demonstrates this particularly well. Democrats

---

b It is important to note that, in the original analysis by Stephanopoulos and McGhee, they classified Michigan’s congressional maps as extreme, but not necessarily persistent. In essence, with only one elections worth of data at the time of writing, there was not enough evidence at the time to conclude Michigan’s efficiency gap could not reach 0 in the ten year period through natural fluctuation. Since that writing, a report published by the Brennan Center has concluded, using election results through the 2016 election, that Michigan’s congressional districts have demonstrated a persistent partisan bias. That study can be found here: https://www.politico.com/f/?id=0000015c-11a2-d46a-a3ff-9da250e10002.
Table 2
Michigan’s Efficiency Gap for Congressional and Legislative Districts, 1998-2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Congress</td>
<td>-9.7</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI House</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI Senate</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*See Appendix A for a discussion of the effects on the efficiency gap values of uncontested elections.

Note: The efficiency gap calculates the frequency that a party ‘wastes’ votes. A wasted vote, according to the method, is a vote cast for a party that is not helpful in putting the candidate past 50 percent of the two-party share of votes. Any vote cast for a losing candidate, and any vote cast for a candidate after they receive a majority of the two-party vote share, is considered wasted by the metric. Each party’s total wasted votes for an office type (congressional, state house, or state senate) would then be summed and the difference is calculated. The two largest single-year increases occurred in 2012 and 2014, at 14 and 13.3 respectively, indicating a change in the maps. The two largest single-year efficiency gaps over the last 10 house election cycles occurred in 2012 and 2014, at 14 and 13.3 respectively, and the results from 2016 were in line with early 2000s levels. Because partisan gerrymanders are inherently unstable (see Box 5), an efficiency gap registering that high in the middle of the decade does provide another indicator of gerrymandering.

The state senate maps are a little more difficult to judge. Because Michigan’s state senate elections are

nationally flipped five U.S. Senate seats, 31 U.S. House seats, and six governorships, as part of an extremely large swing year. Yet, despite the fact that more than 54 percent of the two-party vote share was cast for Democratic candidates (when the previous year Republicans received a majority of state Senate votes), Republicans maintained control of the state Senate with 22 of 38 seats, losing only one seat they previously controlled. This was in part due to competitive races. Of the eight races within a 10 percent margin, seven were won by Republicans (all eight seats were previously held by Republicans). Despite a net 10 point swing in the polls from 2002 to 2006, Democrats gained just a singular additional seat. An eight point swing in the other direction (2010 relative to 2002 data) Republicans gained an additional four seats. This indicates that the large efficiency gap number shown for 2006 lines up with a potential asymmetry in the maps.

While the State House did change control during the decade (Republicans were in control until 2006, and regained control in 2010), the efficiency gap shows extremely high results for the first year the majority changed. In state house elections, Democrats statewide won about 54 percent of the two party vote, yet won 56 of 110 seats (a two vote majority).

The data also shows another strong indicator that maps were gerrymandered; in years immediately after the implementation of the district maps drawn in 2011, the efficiency gap values see sizable increases. The congressional efficiency gap, while elevated under the maps issued in 2001, was at 5.6 in 2010. It more
Mean-Median Test

Other measures, like the mean-median indicator, show similar trends. Across the nation, the average for non-skewed states (or states without severe partisan disadvantage) in 2012 was a 1.9 percent advantage for Republicans, according to an analysis by Samuel Wang, a professor at Princeton. Michigan is one of five states whose most recent district maps were graded as skewed based on the measure. Table 3 shows Michigan’s mean-median scores from the last 20 years of elections, and the trend in mean-median skew shows similar issues to the efficiency gap.

A negative mean-median score means the party’s median vote share in the type of district was lower than its average, indicating that the party was at a disadvantage, as it had more districts with a lower share of voters than would be expected. A positive score indicates the median was higher than the mean, indicating that the party did better in a larger number of districts than expected by statewide votes cast.

Under the two most recent district maps drawn, Republicans have consistently had an advantage in the distribution of their voters, while Democrats have been consistently disadvantaged by the layout of their voters. The skew shown was stronger in the early elections under the 2001 maps, with the difference between the mean and median for both parties at more than 10 percent for congressional candidates, with an advantage for Republicans and disadvantage for Democrats.

The changes in the mean median values across map cycles (for congressional districts from 2000 to 2002, and in all districts from 2010 to 2012), in particular, demonstrate large increases in skew when a new map is introduced. This indicates that in the first year each set of district maps was implemented, districts showed much stronger signs of gerrymandering than they did at the end of the previous map cycle. As discussed with

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Congress</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republicans</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
<td>-4.0</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democrats</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>-12.0</td>
<td>-10.2</td>
<td>-9.8</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
<td>-5.4</td>
<td>-6.9</td>
<td>-8.4</td>
<td>-7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MI House</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republicans</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democrats</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
<td>-7.3</td>
<td>-6.4</td>
<td>-5.2</td>
<td>-4.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td>-6.5</td>
<td>-6.1</td>
<td>-5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MI Senate</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republicans</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>-8.8</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democrats</td>
<td>-6.7</td>
<td>-5.3</td>
<td>-7.5</td>
<td>-8.6</td>
<td>-8.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The mean-median test is a simple way to determine if a dataset is skewed, or not distributed normally across the average. To apply this test, the average vote share for a party across the state is subtracted from its vote share in the median district. A positive number (indicating a higher median) is evidence that the party had an electoral advantage from the redistricting scheme, while a negative result would indicate a party was hindered by the scheme.

Source: Michigan Secretary of State voting data, Citizens Research Council calculations.
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the efficiency gap, this in particular calls into question claims that the map is biased solely based on political geography, as the state’s distribution in population is unlikely to shift to that level between election cycles. Some of that variance can be due to changes in the political climate and strong or weak candidates in some districts, but those changes are unlikely to be responsible for that large of a change (particularly for the congressional maps).

T-Test

The t-test is the final metric used to analyze Michigan electoral districts (see Table 4). The number shown is the p-value, or the probability of obtaining a set of voting results at least as extreme as the one observed if there were no differences between the two sets of districts (those won by Republicans and those won by Democrats).

If the two parties are treated the same in the redistricting process, the margin of victories for each party would come from the same bell curve (see Chart 5, page 28), as the results should be randomly generated from equal footing. No matter how many districts each party wins, the average percentage of votes each receives in districts they win should be relatively close to each other (i.e. both parties should have some close wins and some landslide wins) because the districts should be drawn independent of partisan bias. If one party has all landslide wins, and the other party has all close wins, there might be evidence that something intentional (whether it was gerrymandering or populations self-sorting) caused those groupings to occur.

The t-test tries to calculate the probability that the difference in each parties’ margin of victory would occur randomly. The test looks at the group averages and standard deviations (a number that quantifies how much a group varies internally) to determine the probability that the election results were based on a random occurrence. The lower the number is, the less likely it is that the differences in margin of victory occurred by random chance. Any results below .05, or a 5 percent chance of the difference occurring randomly from the same group, is considered to be statistically significant evidence that there is a difference.

The t-test shows that, in all but a handful of instances, there is a statistically significant difference between the groups of districts won by each party. For Congressional races, the first three elections after each map was implemented resulted in a biased outcome according to the t-test. The only outlier of the group was 2010, where the t-test had a higher result (meaning that the groups won by each party most closely resembled each other) than any other year; this was due to a handful of close elections, with Democrats winning two competitive districts and winning two districts with 80 percent of the vote, while Republicans had one win in a competitive district and one in a district with more than 70 percent of the vote.

The t-test showed that state House results showed a difference between Democrat and Republican results in all elections, and a difference in Senate results for all elections after the 1998 election.

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Congress</td>
<td>0.195</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI House</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI Senate</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The T-Test is a statistical method to determine if two groups are likely to be assigned randomly from the same population. Districts are split based on the winning party, and given a value equal to the winner’s vote share. The test then determines the probability that the two groups of districts are statistically similar, or if they are distinct groups. Any results below .05, or 5 percent chance of the difference occurring randomly from the same group, is considered to be statistically significant evidence that the two populations are distinct.

Source: Michigan Secretary of State voting data, Citizens Research Council calculations.
All three metrics show increased indications of gerrymandering when the 2011 districts were implemented, and moderate increases in the level of gerrymandering when the maps drawn in 2001 were implemented.

**Simulated Mapping**
While each of these tests serve as an indicator, the metrics are unable to separate natural causes of packing and cracking (particularly the natural sorting of voters) from intentional gerrymandering. This makes comparing actual results to simulated maps a particularly important method for determining whether partisan gerrymandering is present in a map, as comparing actual results to simulated maps directly accounts for the distribution of the population. While this level of analysis is beyond the scope of this paper, some social scientists have looked into the issue.

Jowie Chen, a professor at the University of Michigan, and David Cottrell, a professor at Dartmouth, created an algorithm to simulate 200 maps for each state with more than one congressional district. The algorithm was designed to draw compact, contiguous districts of equal population, which maintained the current requirements for redistricting most states impose except for the use of local boundaries. Using data from the 2008 presidential election, the researchers simulated the outcome of each district created with the mapping algorithm, then compared those districts with the current maps. The results showed that Michigan had a slight to moderate bias in favor of Republican candidates. This would indicate that, while some of Michigan’s bias may be explained by political geography, there are other factors beyond political geography that could have influenced the maps.

**Conclusion**
The U.S. Supreme Court’s rulings in *Gill* and *Benisek* leave the question of how courts will treat gerrymandering cases in the future open. While the Court delayed ruling on the merits of either case, it is likely that the Court will have to address partisan gerrymandering claims in the near future. But the Court is not the only place this discussion will be had.

How to manage partisan gerrymandering is something that Michigan citizens in will likely have to decide. Because Michigan’s redistricting laws were voided in the 1980s, the legislature and governor are only bound by federal rules. While each statistical measure has potential flaws and limitations, the efficiency gap, mean-median test, t-test, and simulations of alternative maps for the state of Michigan all indicate that the state has experienced at least a moderate level of gerrymandering over the last two cycles.
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Appendix A
Uncontested Elections and Calculating Measures

Uncontested elections pose a unique challenge when calculating many metrics used to identify the presence of gerrymandering. When a district is packed with voters from one party, the general election can be a forgone conclusion, occasionally to the point where one of the two major parties does not even run a candidate. When an election goes uncontested, thousands of potential votes for a party are not cast. This can materially affect measures like the efficiency gap. Similarly, uncontested election results can influence the calculation of statewide average and variance metrics, which are used to calculate the mean-median score and t-test, respectively.

Typically, when conducting these tests, political scientists would impute, or estimate, the outcome of each election using an algorithm that considered data from several years’ worth of elections to create a proxy values in place of the actual uncontested election results. These imputed values are used in the calculations. These projections, while helpful, can alter the output of statistical methods depending on assumptions that are made, and are relatively inaccessible to create for most citizens. Because of this limitation, this report uses publicly-available data provided from the Michigan Secretary of State to calculate the metrics presented. But it is important to understand what impact those uncontested elections could have on the tests when interpreting each test.

Specifically, for the elections data used in this report, four congressional seats (two each in the 2002 and 2006) and 20 seats in the state House of Representatives (across several years) went uncontested at various elections. How does this affect the results of the various tests?

The Efficiency Gap

When a party does not run a candidate in a district, that party receives no votes for a given election. This means that, based on the underlying rationale of the efficiency gap, the party wasted no votes. On the other hand, the winning party wasted just under half of the total votes cast in the uncontested election. This mathematical result does not reflect the reality of the district scheme.

In most circumstances, a district is uncontested because it is not very competitive. An uncontested district, then, could typically have a large effect on the efficiency gap. There are two effects that can occur, however: because opposition party voters are not counted (or counted voting for the only candidate in the race), uncontested races can over-inflate the number of votes wasted by the winning candidate's party, and the lack of competition can reduce turnout from that candidates party, causing an underestimate of the wasted votes for the winning party.

Because there are relatively few congressional seats in Michigan (currently 14 seats), uncontested races can have an outsized impact for congressional elections relative to Michigan House of Representative elections (110 seats). Both the uncontested seats in each of the 2002 and 2006 elections were won by the Democratic Party. In 2002, both districts saw the lowest turnout across all congressional elections held that year. In 2006, the two districts experienced the lowest and the third-lowest voter turnout across all elections held. Across all elections held during the 2000s (using the 2002 congressional maps), the 13th Michigan Congressional District (uncontested in both 2002 and 2006) was consistently one of the districts with the lowest turnout. The other two districts that went uncontested (the Michigan 5th Congressional District in 2002 and the Michigan 15th in 2006) experienced voter turnout much closer in line with the statewide median the rest of the decade. As a result, it is likely that the efficiency gap reported slightly inflates the efficiency gap. In either year, the interpretation would not change; congressional districts in the state would be considered gerrymandered under the test.

State House seats are less likely to produce individual variation in the calculated efficiency gap, as there are 110 seats, reducing the impact of single outliers. In virtually all years, uncontested elections have virtually no effect on the efficiency gap. However, the 2008 election serves as an outlier to this general trend. In that year, there is a 2.5 point gap between estimates using all elections (contested and uncontested) and only using the results from contested elections. That year, nine seats that were won by candidates of the
Democrat Party went uncontested (while no seats won by candidates of the Republican Party went uncontested). Similar to the congressional elections in 2002 and 2006, these races typically saw lower overall turnout than other races, though it was typical for the rest of the decade. The use of uncontested races in 2008 over-estimates the efficiency gap for the Michigan House of Representatives. Given the results from the efficiency gap calculation, it is questionable whether the maps for 2008 would be deemed a gerrymander. However, it should be pointed out that given the efficiency gap calculations for previous years’ elections using the same maps, there is evidence of a gerrymander.

Mean-Median Test

Unlike with the efficiency gap, in the mean-median analysis the concern is on vote share, not total votes. As a result, it is more important to include more extreme values, as excluding them is likely to more strongly underestimate a district than including the district in the first place. Using uncontested races in calculation will cause the average to be overestimated (if the party won an uncontested election) or underestimated (if the party did not contest an election) as a result.

As a result, at least for U.S. House elections held in 2002 and 2006, the estimates provided are likely slightly to moderately exaggerated (in the range of about three percentage points), as the median would be unchanged for the final result, but the mean would decrease for the Democrat number and increase for Republicans. In both years, estimating the values as lopsided (but not uncontested) wins would still result in mean-median differences that would demonstrate evidence of a gerrymander.

For state House elections, assuming realistic margins of victory would signal that the Democratic Party had a slight advantage in the 2008 elections (where nine elections went uncontested), though the results would not be considered a likely gerrymander. For all other results for state House elections, the estimates would be unlikely to change to any meaningful degree.

T-Test

Unlike the efficiency gap and the mean-median test, uncontested elections actually weaken the explanatory power of the t-test. Because an uncontested election results in an extreme value (close to 100 percent of the vote share, as write-ins and 3rd party candidates still run occasionally), the standard deviation (the measure of variance used in the test) increases significantly. With a higher variance, the explanatory value of the difference decreases, which increases the probability the difference was due to just random chance. This inflates the resulting p-value of the statistic, indicating an increased likelihood that they could come from the same set. In turn, the increased variance adds bias no matter the real outcome of a hypothetical challenged election, unless a 100 percent vote share is closer to the group average than the true hypothetical result (but in each case presented, it would not be).

While uncontested elections can have an outsized impact on metrics like the efficiency gap and the mean-median test, over the last 20 years in Michigan there have been few uncontested races for meaningful change to occur based on these measures in most instances, and when a change did occur, the directional interpretation of those tests did not change.
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